It is thus all the more surprising that the repeated use by Enlightenment artists, critics, and philosophers of the sign language of the deaf (detailed below), the one intelligible corporal language, has been consistently overlooked in writing the history of the body. 6 Perhaps it is unthinkable that art could be inspired by those we now consider "handicapped." But once such prejudice is overcome, real difficulties of interpretation remain. Sign language was described as early as Plato, but sign language itself has not developed a transcribable format. Indeed, although hearing and deaf people have no doubt always conversed, it awaited the pioneering efforts of the Abbe de l'Epee in the late eighteenth century for the gestural sign to be permanently recorded or classified. As we simply do not know what deaf sign looked like, gesture in art prior to this date may or not be an imitation of deaf sign language-the case can neither be proven nor dismissed.
Such an empiricist position presents difficulties of its own. Firstly, it asks us to ignore a substantial body of writing by artists and critics of the period, sources which are normally considered of prime importance. Secondly, it relies on an understanding of the sign that is inconsistent with that of the eighteenth century. In our impatience to decide whether a gesture is rhetorical, theatrical, or even from the vocabulary of deaf sign language, we act as if the boundaries between such signs are clearly distinct. This modern hierarchy of the sign, introduced around the time of Kant, replaced an earlier semiotic equivalency. For example, in the introduction to his Essay on Human Knowledge, Condillac notes that language is one of the two subjects of his work:
I have begun with the language of action: here the reader will see how it has produced every art proper to express our thoughts; such as gesture, dancing, speech, declamation, arbitrary marks for words or things, pantomimes, music, poetry, eloquence, writing and the different characters of language.7
In Condillac's semiotics, every sign was but a secondary production of the original language of action, and one purpose of his philosophical investigation was to uncover this originary process of translation. Signs, whether gestural, painted, or written, were all fragmentary productions of this original language that were equivalent to each other for epistemological purposes. To impose modem hierarchical structures of meaning on this diverse and fluid semiotic field is to render it illegible.8 If we attempt to look beyond what Paul de Man described as "[t]he blinded vision" of such misreadings, signs interact in a manner that reveals both their contingency and common, deferred origin.9
Deaf sign language was a key resource in this signifying system. In depicting the body as sign, artists, critics and theoreticians of the ancien regime used the gestural sign language of the deaf as a technology of signification peculiarly well suited to the silent artwork, in keeping with the polysemicity and diversity of the body and the sign. In his taxonomy of deaf sign, Epee described how the same sign-a cupping of the right hand at the hairline-stood for hairstyle, the feminine gender, and woman. 10 The sign was thus always contingent: metaphorical or metonymic, depending on context, but always mythic archetype of the artist, Vincent sought to emphasize that the new school of French painting was decisively marked by its inheritance from the golden age of the seventeenth century, and was the logical conclusion of the return to the Classical principles of Poussin.
Despite mixed reviews, the composition was praised for its brilliance by the Mercure, which deserves consideration. The single figure of the male artist is balanced by, and contrasted with, the group of women. The point of their interaction is across the scene of painting itself, the blank canvas on which Zeuxis has been drawing. Vincent highlights gender difference as a state of being different. The drawing of the body is here presented not as a straightforward opposition of male and female but as the interaction between one man and many women. The body was an assembly of fragments, drawn from many different sources, in the absence of a perfect model such as Louis XIV. 13 Furthermore, such multiple constructions of the body had impeccable Antique credentials. In the Symposium, Plato mused on the origin of the sexual drives and theorized that "[i]n the first place the sexes were originally three in number, not as they are now; there was man, woman, and the union of the two." These doubled beings were divided in half by Zeus, and, since then, "[t]he two parts of man, each desiring his other half, came together, threw their arms about one another, eager to grow into one.",14 The fragmented parts of Vincent's composition were thus driven together by an urge for unity and were linked by the spectator's gaze, called and held by Zeuxis' outward look. The myth of Zeuxis' creation of beauty from fragments represented corporal reason at the outbreak of the Revolution. Neo-Classicism announced a movement in the late eighteenth century towards reading cultural products as masculine reifi- cations of the intuitive feminine leap across the divide between nature and culture, incarnated in the fleeting gesture or moment of speech. The single, masculine realm of culture was formed from the broad, natural mass of the feminine.
La Poesie Muette
The forms of men must have attitudes appropriate to the activities that they engage in, so that when you see them you will understand what they think or say.
This can be done by copying the motions of the dumb, who speak with movements of their hands and eyes and eyebrows and their whole person, in their desire to express that which is in their minds. Do not laugh at me because I propose a teacher without speech to you, who is to teach you an art which he does not know himself, for he will teach you better through facts than will all the other masters through words.
Leonardo da Vinci15
Leonardo's suggestion was an attempt to offer artists the best factual source for the imitation of gesture. which is mute ought to imitate them, so as to make itself understood."1'7 After the triumph of the Modems in the Academy, and the installation of de Piles as their theoretician, Academic art and theory began to explore fully deaf sign language, for it was to be dominated by the Coypel family, old friends of de Piles, for over forty years. 18 Antoine tion was attracting and keeping the attention of the viewer in order to create an audience. The specific problem for painting and the dumb show, or mime, was that no voice could be used in this already difficult task. The public, rather than being a clearly defined agent to whom the artist or writer could respond, appears here as the product of a successful work. If a piece had merit, it would find and construct a public; if not, there were ample alternative distractions for the pleasure-seeker. Within this framework, gestural sign was both a spectacle in itself and a means of making the silent action comprehensible.
Coypel's own work, both theatrical and artistic, was fully aware of this problem and used gesture, among other devices, as a means of catching the audience's attention. Diderot's philosophy, this pedagogy was prepared to use one system of visual language, deaf signs, to reinforce its artistic practice without feeling the need to distinguish or hierarchize amongst them. Just as artists, critics and pedagogues used deafness to conceptualize painting, so too did the Abbe de l'Epee think of art as a means of instructing the deaf. Charles-Michel de l'Epee had a rather unsuccessful career, first as a Jansenist priest and later as a barrister, until, in his fifties, he encountered two deaf sisters in a poor district of Paris. Epee observed the women signing and realized that they were in fact conversing, providing him with an unsuspected opportunity to save their souls for the Church. He believed that he had found the universal language which so many had sought, albeit in a rude state requiring certain additions. But, once refined, this language "[c]ould become a meeting place for all men."37 He had at last found a vocation.38 Working with the sisters, he taught himself the rudiments of their language and proceeded to attempt to teach them written French. In Epee's classes, teaching concentrated mostly on the unifying principles of grammar, on the assumption that it was only through speech that they could naturally be assimilated. His widespread success, however, also owed much to his talents as a showman. Epee took the tradition of deafness and sign language in the theater and made it into the very subject of the performance, blended with salon culture and scientific display. Epee opened his house on Tuesday and Friday mornings for demonstrations of his method, which were attended at various times by Marie-Antoinette and the Emperor Joseph II, and were so popular that those attending were asked to stay for no more than two hours. Epee's purpose was to demonstrate to the hearing that his pupils were capable of understanding the principles of grammar and metaphysics, which both Enlightenment philosophy and public opinion put far beyond their reach.46 Students had to identify parts of speech from lists provided and respond in written French to Epee's questions concerning, for example, the nature of the Eucharist and other religious teachings. These proceedings were inevitably slow, as Epee's signs were so cumbersome. Presumably, for the hearing audience, this provided an opportunity to discuss the event and what it entailed. The renown that these displays brought Epee was such that the King awarded him a salary, which enabled him to increase the size of his school and place it on a more permanent footing. which might appear to be trapped in an unworkable chain of similitudes, was in fact remarkably productive, particularly in the analogous consideration of the origins of painting and writing. Epee described sign language as writing in the air, making apparent the contingency of both spoken and written signs.56 For Condillac, by extension, "[it was most likely by the necessity of thus tracing our thoughts to which painting owes its origin, and that necessity has without doubt contributed to the preservation of the language of action, as that which can be painted most easily."57 In his "Essay on the Origins of Language," Rousseau reflected on the myth of Dibutade, whose tracing of her lover on the eve of his departure was also said to be the origin of painting and was often depicted at the Salon: "Love, it is said, was the inventor of drawing. It might also have invented speech, although less happily. Not being well pleased with it, it disdains it; it has livelier ways of expressing itself. How could she say things to her beloved, who traced his shadow with such pleasure! What sounds might she use to work such magic? ... This leads me to think that if the only needs we ever experienced were physical, we should most likely never have been able to speak; we would fully express our meanings by the language of gesture alone."58 The gesture of mythical woman has changed from the knife-thrust of Medea to the pencil tracing of Dibutade, and in the process becomes a creative, though limited, activity. We might note that the male object of her affections remains as reposed as Coypel's 55 Epee (1784), p. 110: "I understood, moreover, that in every Nation speech and writing only signify something by a purely arbitrary agreement amongst the people of that country, and that everywhere there must have been signs which would have given to both speech and writing-and as perfectly by writing as through speech-the virtue of recalling to the spirit the idea of things whose names one had pronounced or written, written or pronounced, whilst showing them by some sign of the hand or the eyes. In order for the sign to speak fully, it requires the intervention of the male critic to write down her commentary. Epee's "discovery" of sign language was perhaps the living example of these mythological origins. His assimilation of the deaf sisters' sign language brought him fame and access to the highest levels of society, but we do not even know the women's names.
Signs of Origin
It is perhaps time to look again at Vincent's Zeuxis in the light of this conception of the body as sign, an assembly of fragmentary signs and place of signification.63 On the canvas, only the outline of Helen's figure has been drawn in. Zeuxis has taken the stylus from Dibutade and, with it, the right to control the sign, even at its origin. The seemingly empty space between Zeuxis and his models is where the sign exchanges its natural physical status for the artificial or composed, making it possible for critics to praise the composition of this apparently disjointed work. But now the sign has become gendered so that it required a male prototype to create the composed, civilized, intellectual sign from the natural, simple female. One woman was not enough to construct the plentitude of Rousseau's "conventional language," for the figure of woman is equivalent to the simple sign. Like the natural signs of the deaf, women had to be combined and composed in order to signify. In an awareness that signs can never be natural but must always and already be reproductions, the masculine drive of Neo-Classicism reclaimed the scene of representation.'M Yet in so doing, it retained the earlier passivity of the male figure, exemplified by Vincent's seated Zeuxis whose receptivity of the sign is proposed as a natural attribute of his mascu-linity. This compositional structure was interestingly paralleled by David's Brutus, hanging nearby. In this case, the solitary figure of the consul looks out, separated from the group of mourning women by an empty space. As David's ideas for this work advanced, his drawings show an ever increasing concentration on rendering the women as a mass, rather than as individuals, for he was also intent on depicting the contrast between a single male figure and a group of women.65 His friend Sue recalled how David, rather than painting women as he saw them, "[w]ould always take care to choose only beautiful heads for women. "I The major narrative component of the Brutus, the return of the dead sons, is signaled by David's use of a corporal synecdoche in which the feet of one son tells their story. In taking over the transmission and reception of the sign, both revolutionaries and artists would soon come to look for help, which was provided by the paternalist republic. 67 In July 1791 the Jacobin Prieur de la Mamne proposed to the National Assembly that Epee's school for the deaf should now be administered by the government. In a speech which neatly encapsulated the results of over a hundred years thought on the sign, Prieur declared:
What is more, the deaf have a language of signs which can be considered as one of the most fortunate discoveries of the human spirit. It perfectly replaces, and with the greatest rapidity, the organ of speech .... It does not consist solely of cold signs and those of pure convention; it paints the most secret affections of the soul which, by the play of the organs, and particularly that of the eyes, are much mixed into its elements.
If one were ever to realize the much desired project of a universal language, this would perhaps be that which would merit preference; at the least, it is the most ancient of all.68
Prieur appreciated that gestural sign was, as Condillac had said, the first language, but that, as Epee maintained, its natural signs had required the addition of conventional ones to make it a fully operative language. Sign language was not the original language, whose pursuit had been abandoned, but was the most ancient of all. He appreciated that its uniquely visual quality made it a variety of painting, which helped give it the possibility of becoming a universal language. It was therefore appropriate that, in appointing a Professor of Painting for the new Institution, he should choose none other than Vincent. One month later, clearly believing that his Zeuxis had considerable, even revolutionary, significance, Vincent exhibited it again at the Salon of 1791.
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